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1.Your customer currently builds native Android applications. He is intrigued by the cross-platform 

capabilities of Oracle MAF, but fears that distribution through the Apple App Store is complex to set up and 

expensive.  

Considering that your customer wants to distribute his applications to the general public and not inside his 

or her own organization, which three explanations can you provide about the Apple App Store to appease 

your customer’s fears?  

A. Apple offers subscriptions to its Xcode development tools. It is possible to publish to the App Store for 

free with an active subscription.  

B. Apple provides the iOS provisioning profile and certificate you need to sign the application, but you do 

not need to use Apple’s tools directly to package your MAF application since JDeveloper and OEPE will 

do the work for you if properly configured.  

C. Publishing MAF applications to the App Store is very simple because you submit them to Oracle and 

not to Apple.  

D. If you plan to sell your applications instead of providing them for free, you need to enroll in the iOS 

Developer Enterprise program.  

E. To publish to the App Store as an individual, only membership in the entry-level iOSDeveloper Program 

is required. Appleasks for a nominal annual membership fee. There is no need to enroll in the iOS 

Developer Enterprise Program.  

F. Oracle has published numerous MAF applications to the AppleAppStore without any problems and will 

update the MAFframework if Apple’s submission requirements are changed.  

Answer: B,E,F 

 

2.Which two statements about using HTTPS to secure access to a mobile service are true?  

A. HTTPS is impervious to attacks.  

B. HTTPS secures only the transport to the service.  

C. HTTPS can be used for data redaction.  

D. HTTPS alone is insufficient for services that require user-level authentication.  

Answer: B,D 

 

3.If you want to create your own custom Springboard rather than use the out-of-the-box one, which two 

artifacts would you need to create?  

A. unbounded task flow  

B. feature  

C. AMX page  

D. menu items  

E. side bar  

Answer: A,E 

 

4.What two features are common for unbounded task flows and bounded task flows in MAF?  

A. define managed beans  

B. support task flow input and output parameters  

C. support task flow return calls  

D. basis for an MAF feature  

E. define control flow cases between activities  
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Answer: D,E 

Explanation:  

A MAF AMX page can be referenced in both bounded and unbounded task flows, in which case actions 

outcomes from both task flows are included in the Action selection list.  

 

5.Which three statements are true about MAF data controls?  

A. A data control is an adapter that exposes a simpler, unified development API for MAF application 

developers to declaratively and programmatically access data services.  

B. Data controls expose data service structures in the data controls panel. The information exposed 

includes attributes, collections, and public methods.  

C. Data controls in MAF exist for remote SOAP and REST services only and handle all of the XML to Java 

object marshalling and unmarshalling.  

D. Data controls are configured in one or moreDataControls.dcxfiles.  

E. MAF is restricted to ten data controls per mobile application.  

Answer: B,C,D 

  


